
“Musical Evangelists”

The life and work of music copyists in the United Kingdom during the 
early-mid twentieth century.

With particular reference to Rosina "Rosie" Bramson.



An orchestral 
part for a 
William Alwyn 
work, copied 
by Rosie 
Bramson's 
agency.





A young William Alwyn and a sketch for a 
film score



Copyist at work



Copyists worked in many 
places, including theatres...



Parts for an Alwyn film score, 
using different copyists both from 
Rosie's Agency.



Sometimes, copyists were 
needed urgently...

And they were spread across 
the country...





Not every composer's text 
was clear.



Rosie's official Musicians' 
Union stamp.



Andy Hodgkiss, a young music copyist / 
musician, who died tragically young.



Rosie shared an 
address with the 
publishers of Band 
Wagon magazine.



She was involved with 
copyists joining the 
Musicians' Union 
from the beginning.



A public thirst 
for music and 
dance during 
wartime, led to 
more, not less, 
work for music 
copyists.



Rosie is listed on the 
Committee of the Arrangers, 
Composers, and Copyists 
Section of the Musicians' 
Union early on in its history.



Finding manuscript paper 
was difficult, with even 
large suppliers running out.





Salute to Farmers, 1941.
Merton Park / MInistry of Information.

Composer – William Alwyn



Parts were seen as ephemeral, as these
doodles illustrate.



I like to think that 
this might be Rosie 
Bramson, as I have 
no idea what she 
looked like.



The agency 
continued to 
prosper after 
the war.



...though its original site 
now lies somewhere under 
Centrepoint.



Photocopying and new 
devices would overtake the 
hand copyists....



...but a strike by 
music copyists 
at the BBC in 
1972 proved 
that they were 
still needed, 
despite 
changing times.



“Musical Evangelists”

The life and work of music copyists in the United Kingdom during the 
early-mid twentieth century.

With particular reference to Rosina "Rosie" Bramson.

The reason for my title?



An entry for Rosie and family (Rosie is on the bottom row, with her married name) in Ancestry.co.uk



And appropriately, a copyist's mistake...



Margaret Jones,
Music Collections Supervisor,
Music Department,
Cambridge University Library

mj263@cam.ac.uk

Photograph of Cambridge University Library courtesy of Sarah Chapman
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